cxos...
achieve optimal benefits
from cctv.
let me show you how
not to leave it as
‘fit and forget’!

GAUTAM D. GORADIA
CEO AND M.D.

how? the com-sur tm way!
audit cctv
video footage
daily.

review cctv daily as an sop.
start discovering the ‘unknown’.

backup
cctv video
smartly.

reduce data size drastically.
create disaster recovery - inexpensively.

create
intelligent
reports in ppt.

standardize reports in powerpoint.
gain business intelligence.

create a team of cctv video footage auditors.

get them to take the course
 learn how to audit cctv video footage.
 learn how to reduce storage size and
search easily.
 learn how to report audit findings
and incidents.
 learn how to gain business intelligence.

video has lots of value. ‘use’ it, don’t ‘lose’ it!

benefits? - for?

YOU

BENEFITS

CEO

always remain better aware of your business and brand.

CFO

reduce shrinkage and insurance costs. improve bottom line.

CHRO

improve employee performance. offer rewards.

CMO

improve customer satisfaction, loyalty, and sales.

CQO

enhance quality through visual control and operational efficiency.

CTO

get better roi. reduce storage and bandwith costs.

CAIO

use data for a.i. and machine learning.

CRO

mitigate risks and ensure business continuity.

CCO

ensure that compliance issues are in order.

CVO

enhance vigilance to prevent fraud and corruption.

CSO

ensure health and safety of man and machine.

CXO

irrespective of your role, just use your imagination and the video!

use the past to improve the future!

introducing com-surtm
THE MISSING PIECE OF CCTV

the world’s only cctv video footage auditing,
smart backup, and intelligent reporting
software.
com-sur is the ‘missing’ piece, and a complete
'workflow' for cctv/video surveillance!

whatever be your business,
com-sur can help you.

com-sur does the hard work for you; for continuous
improvement, and capacity building.
the only work you need to do is to call me!
98201-84416/98670-33203
consulting@comsur.biz
www.comsur.biz
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